(1) No restrictions are placed on the maximum number of officials a local government may have. The maximum is a magistrate, scribe or treasurer, court judges as desired and police. Local governments have retained the council in an advisory capacity. In most municipalities the officials now serving are those appointed or elected immediately after the occupation of the islands. Election of new officials is scheduled for 1 October and the Civil Administrator awaits with interest the outcome of these un-supervised elections. Every precaution has been taken to assure a DEMOCRATIC election. (The only exception to above is Mejit. The field officer supervised the election there on 22 September.

(2) Number and classification of officials.
All communities pay their officials except such payment of police and medical personnel as it is authorized for payment by CivAd.

(3) Degree and character of CivAd supervision, number of field trips; results:
The following field trips were made during the quarter.
- July -- Wotho, Rongelap, Ujae, Lae, Ujelang, Likiep, Ailuk, Mejit, Utirik, Kwajalein Atoll
- August - Lib, Ailinglaplap, Namu, Woth, Rongelap, Ujae, Lae Ujelang.
- September -- Likiep, Ailuk, Mejit, Utirik.

On each field trip the CivAd Unit, officers have carried out a program of education in the basic principles of Administration.
In addition to the routine field visits above there were numerous aircraft flights to Majuro in connection with the consolidation there.

(4) Finances and accounting.
Each municipal government has its local budget. Methods of supporting the governments are not standard. When taxes fail to support the budget the population makes donations in accordance with their ability to pay.

(b) Regional. One (1) Two(2) Three(3) and Four(4). No regional governments in the district.